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AN UNORTHODOX ALTERNATIVE FORRIGHTHANDED NEUTRINOS:LEFTHANDED SEE�SAW�Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00�681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived November 8, 1999)A new lefthanded see�saw mehanism is onstruted, implying both thesmallness of ative-neutrino masses and deoupling of heavy passive neu-trinos, similarly to the situation in the ase of onventional see�saw. Butnow, in plae of the onventional righthanded neutrinos, the lefthandedsterile neutrinos play the role of heavy passive neutrinos, the righthandedneutrinos and righthanded sterile neutrinos being absent. Here, the left-handed sterile neutrinos are di�erent from harge onjugates of onven-tional righthanded neutrinos beause their lepton numbers di�er. In thisase, the neutrino mass term is neessarily of pure Majorana type.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.HhAs is well known, the popular see�saw mehanism [1℄ provides us with agentle way of introduing small neutrino masses into the original StandardModel , where Dira-type masses are zero due to the absene of righthandedneutrinos. In fat, the atual righthanded neutrinos (of all three generations)get in this mehanism large (by assumption) Majorana-type masses and so,beome pratially deoupled from lefthanded neutrinos that are allowed toarry only small Majorana-type masses. Suh large righthanded Majoranamasses are, on the other hand, related to an expeted high energy sale atwhih lepton number violation ought to appear.In this note, we present a new, a priori possible mehanism, where therole played in the see�saw mehanism by righthanded neutrinos is takenover by hypotheti lefthanded sterile neutrinos free of any Standard Modelharges. Thus, the new mehanism may be alled lefthanded see�saw. In� Supported in part by the Polish KBN�Grant 2 P03B 052 16 (1999�2000).(673)



674 W. Królikowskithis ase, both righthanded neutrinos and righthanded sterile neutrinos areonjetured to be absent, �R � 0 and �(s)R � 0, so that� � �L ; �(s) � �(s)L (1)are ative and sterile neutrinos, respetively (for all three neutrino genera-tions).At �rst sight it may seem that it is su�ient to reinterpret the sterileneutrino �(s)L as the harge onjugate (�R) of onventional righthanded neu-trino �R in order to return to the safe ground of familiar see�saw. But suh areinterpretation is impossible if �(s)L , like �L, has the lepton number L = +1(this would be also exluded if its L were 0). In this argument L is assumedto be well de�ned, even when it is violated.In the new situation, the neutrino mass term is of pure Majorana type�Lmass = 12 �(�L) ; (�(s)L )� m(L) �(L)�(L) m(L)s !� �L�(s)L �+ h::= 12 �(�M) ; (�(s)M )� m(L) �(L)�(L) m(L)s !� �M�(s)M � ; (2)where �M � �L + (�L) ; �(s)M � �(s)L + (�(s)L ) (3)(in the ase of one neutrino generation). In the ase of three neutrino gen-erations, real numbers m(L), m(L)s and �(L) beome 3 � 3 matries bm(L)s ,bm(L)s and b�(L), real and symmetri for simpliity, while neutrino �elds �Land �(s)L transit into the �eld olumns ~�L = (�eL ; ��L ; �� L)T and ~�(s)L =��(s)eL ; �(s)�L ; �(s)� L�T .In Eq. (2), all four terms violate lepton number (�L = �2), the termsproportional to �(L) and m(L) break eletroweak symmetry, while the termproportional to m(L)s is eletroweak gauge invariant. The terms �(L) andm(L) may be generated spontaneously by Higgs mehanism, the �rst � bythe linear Higgs oupling (of the Majorana type):LH = 12gH h(lL)H�(s)L � lLH(�(s)L )i+ h:: ; �(L) � gHhHÆi (4)and the seond � by the familiar bilinear e�etive Higgs oupling (also ofthe Majorana type):LHH = 14M gHH h(lL)~�lLi ��HT i�2~�H�+h:: ; m(L) � 1M gHHhHÆi2 (5)



An Unorthodox Alternative for Righthanded Neutrinos: : : : 675(see e.g. Ref. [2℄). Here, (lL) = (lL)TC�1i�2 andlL=� �Ll�L � ; H = � H+HÆ � ;(lL)= i�2� (�L)(l�L ) �=� (l�L )�(�L) � ; H= i�2� H+ HÆ  �=� HÆ �H+  � ;(6)with (�L) = C�TL , (l�L ) = Cl�TL and H+  = H+ y = H�, HÆ  = HÆ y(H y = �HT i�2). In Eq. (5), M is a large mass sale probably related tothe GUT sale, so that the inequalitym(L) � �(L) is plausible. Note that thelefthanded sterile neutrino �(s)L , a Standard Model salar, may be an SU(5)salar. However, it annot be an SO(10) ovariant (say, a salar or a memberof 16-plet), sine the SO(10) formula Y = 2I(R)3 +B�L for weak hyperhargedoes not work in the ase of �(s)L with L = 1 and B = 0 (Y = 0 and I(R)3 = 0imply B�L = 0). Thus, the existene of �(s)L breaks dynamially the SO(10)symmetry, unless �(s)L gets B�L = 0 (e.g. L = 0 = B or L = 1 = B), whenit may be an SO(10) salar (but, in absene of �R, the 16-plet is still notompleted). If L = 0 = B, then of the intrinsi quantum numbers only spin1/2 and hirality �1 are arried by �(s)L .After its diagonalization, the mass term (2) beomes�Lmass = 12 (�I ; �II)� mI 00 mII �� �I�II � ; (7)where �I = �M os � � �(s)M sin � ;�II = �M sin � + �(s)M os � (8)with tan � = (mII �m(L)s )=�(L), andmI; II = m(L) +m(L)s2 �vuut m(L) �m(L)s2 !2 + �(L) 2 : (9)Assuming that 0 � m(L) � �(L) � m(L)s ; (10)we obtain the neutrino mass eigenstates�I ' �M � �(L)m(L)s �(s)M ' �M ; �II ' �(s)M + �(L)m(L)s �M ' �(s)M (11)



676 W. Królikowskirelated to the neutrino massesmI ' ��(L) 2m(L)s ; mII ' m(L)s : (12)Thus, jmIj � mII, what pratially deouples �(s)L from �L. Here, the minussign at mI is evidently irrevelant for �I whih, as a relativisti partile, iskinematially haraterized by m2I .New Eqs. (10)�(12) give us a purely lefthanded ounterpart of the pop-ular see�saw mehanism, where the assumption0 � m(L) � m(D) � m(R) (13)implies the neutrino mass eigenstates�I ' �M � �L + (�L) ; �II ' � 0M � �R + (�R) (14)onneted with the neutrino massesmI ' �m(D) 2m(R) ; mII ' m(R) : (15)In that ase, the neutrino mass term has the form�Lonvmass = 12 �(�L) ; �R�� m(L) m(D)m(D) m(R) �� �L(�R) �+ h::= 12 ��M ; � 0M�� m(L) m(D)m(D) m(R) �� �M� 0M � : (16)So, from Eq. (15) jmIj � mII, what pratially leads to deoupling �R from�L. But, while in Eq. (15) the magnitude of neutrino Dira mass m(D) maybe ompared with the mass of orresponding harged lepton, in Eq. (12)the magnitude of �(L), responsible for the oupling12�(L) h(�L)�(s)L + �L(�(s)L )i+ h:: ;may be quite di�erent (perhaps smaller).In the general ase of three neutrino generations, Eqs. (11) and (12) arereplaed by ~�I ' ~�M � ~�L + (~�L) ; ~�II ' ~�(s)M � ~�(s)L + (~�(s)L ) (17)and bmI ' �b�(L) �bm(L)s ��1 b�(L) ; bmII ' bm(L)s (18)



An Unorthodox Alternative for Righthanded Neutrinos: : : : 677(ompare e.g. Ref. [3℄). Here, ~�L = (��L), ~�I = (�I�), bmI = (mI��), et.(� ; � = e ; � ; �). The Hermitian mass matries bmI and bmII (bm(L), bm(L)sand b�(L) were taken real and symmetri for simpliity) an be diagonalizedwith the use of unitary matries bUI = (UI� i) and bUII = (UII� i), respetively,giving the neutrino mass eigenstates�I i = X� �bU yI �i � �I� =X� U�I� i�I� ;�II i = X� �bU yII�i � �II� =X� U�II� i�II� (19)and the orresponding neutrino massesÆijmI i = X�� �bU yI �i �mI�� �bUI�� j =X�� U�I� iUI� jmI�� ;ÆijmII i = X�� �bU yII�i �mII�� �bUII�� j =X�� U�II� iUII � jmII�� (20)(i; j = 1; 2; 3). In our ase, UI�i and UII�i are real, while mI�� ' �PÆ �(L)�(bm(L)�1s )Æ�(L)Æ� and mII�� ' m(L)s�� due to Eqs. (18). When deriving Eq.(19), we assume that in the original lepton Lagrangian the harged-leptonmass matrix is diagonal and so, its diagonalizing unitary matrix bU (l) is triv-ially equal to the unit matrix. Then, the lepton ounterpart of the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix bV = bU (�) y bU (l) beomes equal to bU (�) y = bU yI ,thus Vi� = U�I�i.From Eqs. (17) and (19) we onlude for neutrino �elds that��L ' (�I�)L =Xi UI� i (�I i)L ;�(s)�L ' (�II�)L =Xi UII� i (�II i)L : (21)Thus, the osillation probabilities (on the energy shell) for ative-neutrinostates read (in the vauum):P (�� ! ��) = jh�� jeiPLj��ij2 ' Æ�� � 4Xi<j U�I�jUI�jUI�iU�I�i sin2� 1:27m2I j �m2I iE L! ; (22)where E =qp2i +m2I i (i = 1; 2; 3).



678 W. KrólikowskiIf the matrix bm(L)s happens to be nearly diagonal and has nearly degen-erate eigenvalues: m(L)s�� ' Æ��m(L)s , thenmI�� ' �X �(L)� �(L)�m(L)s ; mII�� ' Æ��m(L)s (23)and Eqs. (20) give mIi ' ��(L) 2im(L)s ; mIIi ' m(L)s ; (24)where the eigenvalues �(L)i of b�(L) = (�(L)�� ) are produed with the use of bUI:Æij�(L)i =X�� U�I� iUI � j�(L)�� : (25)In this ase, �II� (� = e ; � ; �) are (approximate) neutrino heavy masseigenstates deoupled from �Ii (i = 1; 2; 3).Conluding, the lefthanded see�saw, onstruted in this note, impliesboth the smallness of ative-neutrino masses and deoupling of heavy pas-sive neutrinos, similarly to the situation in the ase of onventional see�saw. However, introduing as heavy passive neutrinos the lefthanded ster-ile neutrinos �(s)�L in plae of the onventional righthanded neutrinos ��R(� = e ; � ; �), the new see�saw mehanism, when spoiling the hiral left�right pattern of original Standard Model for neutrinos, does it in a waydi�erent from the onventional see�saw mehanism. Reall that in the left-handed see�saw the righthanded neutrinos ontinue to be ompletely absent.Note �nally that in the ase of lefthanded see�saw the ative and sterileneutrinos, as pratially unmixed, annot osillate into eah other. Theyould, if in Eq. (2) in plae of the inequality (10) the relationj m(L) �m(L)s j� �(L) (26)were onjetured, leading to their nearly maximal mixing. This mehanism,however, being a formal analogy of the onventional pseudo-Dira ase [4℄,would not imply automatially small neutrino masses, sine then mI;II '(1=2)(m(L) +m(L)s )� �(L) from Eq. (9). The smallness of mI would require(1=2)(m(L) +m(L)s ) ' �(L).I am indebted to Stefan Pokorski for several helpful disussions.
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